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Summary

A Mode I fracture specimen and loading method has been developed which permits the observation of stable, subcritical crack extension in monolithic and toughened ceramics. The developed technique was used to conduct room temperature tests on commercial grade alumina (Coors' AD-995) and silicon nitride (Norton NC-132). The results of these tests are reported. Crack growth for the alumina remained subcritical throughout testing revealing possible effects of environmental stress corrosion. The crack growth resistance curve for the alumina is presented. The silicon nitride tests displayed a series of stable (slow) crack growth segments interrupted by dynamic (rapid) crack extension. Crack initiation and arrest stress intensity factors, $K_{Ic}$ and $K_{ia}$, for silicon nitride are reported. The evolution of the specimen design through testing is briefly discussed.
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Introduction

The ability to directly observe, measure and rigorously analyze subcritical growth behavior in polycrystalline materials is imperative for accurate assessment of a material's fracture response and structural reliability. It is generally accepted that time-dependent failure of ceramics results from the subcritical growth of cracks from preexisting flaws\(^1\)-\(^4\). Such subcritical growth, or possibly realignment of inherent material flaws, can severely affect the critical conditions for failure and the structural integrity of a ceramic component. Since subcritical growth would occur at loading levels below Fast-Fracture predictions, failure analyses could be non-conservative. It is obvious, then, that accurate observation of subcritical crack growth behavior is extremely important to model development and predictive analyses. Unfortunately, much of the information obtained for subcritical crack growth in ceramics has been provided by several non-standardized test procedures\(^5\)-\(^10\). The uncertainties associated with load history, applied stresses, and crack tip geometries for these test procedures cloud a clear evaluation of a material's fracture response.

An effective approach to generating stable crack extension would involve fixed displacement loading at the crack mouth. Under fixed displacement conditions, most conventional fracture specimens are inherently stable. The stability results from a decrease in the stress intensity factor with increased crack extension under fixed
crack-mouth opening. True fixed displacement loading rarely, if ever, occurs because of specimen/load frame interactions. Specimen compliance increases as crack extension occurs. Elastic energy stored in the loading system is supplied to the specimen during this process. When this stored energy is released it often creates unstable crack growth in extremely stiff and brittle materials, even though the displacement applied by the load frame controller is constant. The Stable Poisson Loaded (SPL) specimen developed at NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC) has been used successfully to quantitatively investigate the subcritical fracture response of monolithic Al₂O₃ and Si₃N₄ ceramics. Initial investigations indicate that stable crack propagation can be controlled over the entire specimen length with this technique.

The objective of this paper is to present an experimental technique, and the related stress results and instrumentation, which can be used to quantitatively investigate subcritical crack growth in brittle materials with high elastic moduli, and report some experimental results generated during the developmental course of these studies.

Procedures, Specimen Development and Material
The ability to establish and observe slow, stable crack growth in monolithic ceramics has been the subject of research at NASA LeRC for approximately three years. The result has been the development of a loading method which minimizes the amount of energy available
for dynamic crack extension. This was accomplished by removing the specimen from direct load linkage, as shown in Fig. 1. Very small displacements are applied to the specimen by the Poisson expansion of a cylinder under compression.

Two specimen designs, the SPL and Modified SPL specimens, have been developed concurrently for use with this loading method. The unknown interfacial fixity (friction effects) between the cylinder, or pin, and the specimen has made computational analyses difficult. A stress analysis of the SPL specimen geometry indicated that removal of material around the pin, Fig. 2, would significantly minimize fixity influence without sacrificing fracture stability. A modified SPL specimen geometry was designed to minimize the unwanted constraint loading while retaining most of the contact stiffness necessary to insure stable crack propagation. The effect that contact friction between the pin and the specimen has on the stress intensity factor, for both the SPL and Modified SPL geometry, can be seen in Fig. 3 and 4. Since totally fixed or free conditions at the specimen-pin interface are unreasonable assumptions, the friction solution, with \( \mu=0.4 \), was selected as the best stress solution for each specimen geometry. The stress solution for the modified specimen geometry indicates minimal influence from interfacial fixity assumptions. The specifics of the stress analyses will be presented in a future paper.  

Material and Specimen Preparation
Two types of monolithic, hot pressed ceramic materials were tested, Norton NC-132 silicon nitride, Si$_3$N$_4$, and Coors' AD-995 aluminum oxide, Al$_2$O$_3$. Both materials are commercially available and have an extensive history of experimental testing. Specific material properties, obtained from the manufacturers can be found in Table 1.

Specimens were machined to both the original and modified SPL geometries. All specimens were machined from bulk material such that the direction of crack propagation would be perpendicular to the direction of hot pressing. The load pin contact area was machined with a diamond coring bit and surfaced with diamond grinding mandrel. Significant attention was devoted to establishing the perpendicularity and cylindricity of the hole. A small chevron notch was cut in the specimen with a diamond wafering saw to initiate a straight crack. Specimens were polished to a microstructural finish. This level of finish was necessary to accurately track the crack propagation optically. A succession of diamond slurry abrasive was used with a free abrasive lapping type machine to polish the specimens.

**Test Procedures**

Displacement controlled testing was achieved by loading a hardened steel pin in compression. Load pins were sized for each test case because of machining tolerances for the pin hole. The proper sized load pin was selected from a set of pins, each diamond ground to
step size increments of 2.5 micrometers. The maximum allowable axial pin stress was 110 MPa, which produced an available maximum displacement of 8.0 micrometers. Since this maximum displacement was not sufficient to propagate a crack, slightly oversize pins were chosen to apply an important 5.0 micrometer initial offset displacement prior to testing.

The loading pins were pressed into the specimens manually with the aide of a simple alignment jig and press. Crack mouth opening displacement (CMOD) was monitored with an extensometer during the pin installation to obtain an accurate opening offset prior to testing. Measurement of this opening offset was necessary for stress intensity computations, which use the total CMOD.

All tests were conducted at room temperature in an ambient environment. Testing was accomplished by monotonically loading the pins in compression. Loading was increased at a constant rate regardless of the observed rate of crack extension. CMOD measurements were made with a small commercial extensometer with a gage length of 6.35 millimeters. Axial pin load and CMOD measurements were recorded on an X-Y plotter, as well as on an analog FM tape recorder. An instrumented SPL specimen is shown in Fig. 5. Crack lengths were optically measured during the test with a traveling microscope, Fig. 6. Optical data was recorded on VHS format video tape for later analysis.
Data recorded on analog tape was digitized during playback after the tests. The rate of digitization varied from 2Hz to 40Hz. Digitization was conducted on a laboratory PC and data files stored magnetically. The digital data was correlated with optical crack length measurements from voice records. Representative experimental applied pin load and CMOD measurements versus crack length are shown in Fig. 7.

Results, Computations and Observations

Typical fracture properties, computed from the stress analysis of the original SPL specimen, are shown in Fig. 8 for both the Coors' AD-995 Al₂O₃ and Norton NC-132 Si₃N₄ materials. Crack growth in the Al₂O₃ material remained subcritical throughout the test. Since a transitional change in crack velocity was not observed for the Al₂O₃ material, K₁c values could not be computed. However, computed fracture toughness values were observed to decrease with crack extension. It was noted that such a result was contrary to a large body of experimental evidence which revealed a fracture toughness which increased during crack extension. These experimental results prompted a re-evaluation of the experimental technique and stress analysis.

It was decided that an investigation of the test specimen and stress model could be accomplished by employing a well tested material which was not known to have serious stress corrosion effects. For this reason, test samples of Norton NC-132 Si₃N₄
material were machined and tested. The results of this test are also displayed in Fig. 8. Similar to the \( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \) tests, computed stress intensity factors for the \( \text{Si}_3\text{N}_4 \) material displayed a decreasing trend with increased crack extension.

One interesting difference noted with the \( \text{Si}_3\text{N}_4 \) material compared to the \( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \) material was a discontinuity in crack propagation rates. As the applied load was increased, subcritical crack extension was observed to occur at an increasing rate. The crack propagation rate increased gradually up to a point of instability. An abrupt change in the propagation rate was observed which resulted in a 'jump' in crack extension. Crack extension was then arrested within the specimen due to the decreasing stress intensity field of the specimen. The unstable portions of crack advance are shown in Fig. 8 as dashed lines. The sequence of subcritical extension leading into unstable propagation was repeated several times in one specimen. The average amount of subcritical extension was 0.5 mm and the average amount of unstable extension was approximately 2 to 3 millimeters for each fracture event.

Both the AD-995 and NC-132 materials again were tested using the modified specimen geometry. The fracture properties computed from these tests are shown in Fig. 9. It was observed that the removal of the constraining material surrounding the load pin did not detrimentally affect specimen stability. Computed properties from the modified specimen were significantly affected at short crack
lengths where the constraint effect was greatest. Computed fracture properties at longer crack lengths indicated little or no change in magnitude.

Once again, subcritical crack extension occurred throughout the test with the Al$_2$O$_3$ material where the crack was extended from a depth of 10.55 to 24.5 millimeters. The computed fracture resistance curve for the Al$_2$O$_3$ material increased slightly throughout the test. Dynamic crack extension was not observed, thus a value for $K_{Ic}$ could not be computed. However, R-curve type $K_{Ic}$ values were observed to increase from 4.2 MPa$\sqrt{m}$ at a crack length of 10.5 mm to 4.8 MPa$\sqrt{m}$ at a crack length of 24.5 mm.

Tests conducted with the modified test specimen on the Norton material exhibited a behavior similar to the original SPL specimen. The subcritical crack growth rate was observed to accelerate with increased pin load up to instability, as before. The length of subcritical extension averaged approximately 0.5 millimeter and unstable 'jumps' in crack growth were an average of 2 millimeters. Critical stress intensity factors increased from a low of 3.8 MPa$\sqrt{m}$ to 4.6 MPa$\sqrt{m}$ with the crack achieving a length 28 millimeters at the final arrest. Computed values for $K_{Ic}$ and $K_{Ia}$ are given in Table 2 together with the length of the unstable jump preceding each crack arrest.

Discussion of Results
Considering the susceptibility of Al₂O₃ to stress corrosion cracking and the relatively slow rate of loading, continuous subcritical growth was not surprising. However, the material displayed a disturbing trend of decreasing fracture resistance with increasing crack growth when tested in the original SPL geometry. It was noted that such a result was in direct contrast with a large body of experimental evidence indicating an increasing or, at best, flat resistance curve for the Al₂O₃ material.

The decreasing trend for the original SPL specimen data could be related to stress corrosion cracking. However, other experimental behavior did not support such a strong effect from stress corrosion. Crack velocities in the alumina increased shortly after initiation. A reduction in crack velocity was not observed until crack lengths reached approximately 21 mm. Increased crack velocities reduce the reaction time available for stress corrosion and one would expect to measure an increase in the fracture resistance. In direct contrast, fracture resistance measurements decreased with increasing crack velocity. It was suspected therefore that the influence of the pin-specimen friction was not well understood or modeled. It is interesting to note that the fracture resistance curve flattened considerably at a crack length greater than 21 millimeters when crack velocities were noted to decrease.

The decrease in critical fracture properties for a material known
to show no stress corrosion behavior supported the idea that the effects of pin loading were not clearly understood or properly modeled. The stress analyses had revealed that the degree of fixity between the load pin and the specimen would affect the computation of fracture properties. Pin contact friction would be greatest at shorter crack lengths when specimen compliance is lowest. Examination of the stress analysis suggested that the higher frictional forces at shorter crack lengths could artificially produce high fracture toughness.

A negative change in fracture properties was consistent with the argument of relatively high constraint at short crack lengths and lower constraint at longer crack lengths. Frictional forces were greatest where pin constraint was greatest. Referring to Fig. 2, large constraints are generated in regions where the horizontal component of the pin's radial expansion is greater than the vertical or opening component. It was argued, and verified from a stress analysis, that the removal of material around the pin would minimize interfacial friction effects. The disadvantages of removing this material were increased localized deformations, or stored elastic energy, which would adversely affect fracture stability. Due to the unpredictable nature of the interface between the pin and specimen, experimental verification of crack propagation stability was needed.

From the stress analysis results shown in Fig. 4, modification of
the SPL specimen produced the most profound effects at shorter crack lengths, when compared to the stress analysis of the initial geometry shown in Fig. 3. The modified specimen geometry was tested to investigate the specimen stability assumptions and interfacial friction effects. It is interesting to note that although the modification of the specimen did not appreciably change the observed material behavior, the change in trends of computed fracture toughness with crack length changed considerably (see Figures 8 and 9). This observation strengthens the stability assumptions of the loading method and highlights the need to accurately model the influence of constraining forces at the loading pin.

Increasing trends in the fracture toughness of the alumina tested in the modified geometry could be the result of grain interlocking forces along the crack surface, or a reduced activation time for stress corrosion due to increased crack velocity. The computed values for the fracture strength were slightly greater than values reported in literature\(^\text{13}\).

The overall scatter in the computed values for \(K_{\text{IC}}\) for the silicon nitride, tested in the modified geometry, was within ten percent of the average value. A slight increasing trend could also conceivably be inferred. Here too crack bridging may affect measured \(K_{\text{IC}}\) values, however, each unstable extension of the crack likely destroys some, or possibly all, of the bridging developed by the
previous increment of subcritical growth. Thus each increment of subcritical extension should experience crack surface boundary conditions similar to that of the previous increment. Considering that the variation in $K_{IC}$ was approximately equal to that reported in literature$^{14,15}$, it is possible that the trend is not statistically significant.

CONCLUSIONS

(1) A fracture specimen with supporting stress analysis and testing procedure has been developed to quantitatively investigate the fracture response of brittle non-metallic systems. The test procedure provides for the initiation and controlled extension of a sharp through-thickness crack under pure Mode I loading.

(2) Frictional forces at the load fixture to specimen interface significantly affected the computed fracture properties of both the Al$_2$O$_3$ and Si$_3$N$_4$ in the original SPL specimen. The contact problems were minimized by modifying the specimen geometry near the pin hole.

(3) Crack propagation speeds did not become dynamic for the Al$_2$O$_3$ material, but remained subcritical throughout the test. It is anticipated that stress corrosion largely influenced fracture properties.
(4) Crack propagation in the hot-pressed Si$_3$N$_4$ occurred as a series of unstable jumps and crack arrests. Each unstable extension of the crack was preceded by a small increment of subcritical crack growth where crack propagation velocities increased with monotonically applied load.

(5) Further studies will be undertaken with both materials to determine if the loading rate affects both the fracture toughness and overall material behavior.
### Table 1
**Physical Properties**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>E (Gpa)</th>
<th>Poisson's Ratio</th>
<th>Grain Size Microns Avg.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coor's AD-995</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>≤2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norton NC-132</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>≤3.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2
**Fracture Properties**

**NC-132**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event (Fig. 9)</th>
<th>$K_{IC}$ MPa√m</th>
<th>$K_{IA}$ MPa√m</th>
<th>$\Delta a$ mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>4.29</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Fig. (1) Modified SPL specimen geometry with the compressed pin loading concept for stable crack growth experiments.

Fig. (2) Pin constraint effects for the initial (a) and modified (b) SPL Specimen Geometry. Removed section for modified geometry occurs where specimen compliance greatly constrains pin expansion, $dR_y$ and $dR_x$. 

\[ \theta > 45 \quad dR_y > dR_x \]
\[ \theta < 45 \quad dR_y < dR_x \]
Fig. (3) Original SPL specimen geometry and numerical solution for normalized stress intensity factor as a function of normalized crack length.
Fig. (4) Modified SPL specimen geometry and numerical solution for normalized stress intensity factor as a function of normalized crack length.
Fig (5) SPL specimen with commercial instrumentation for measuring crack mouth opening displacement.
Fig (6) Test rig and traveling microscope used to conduct SPL fracture tests at room temperature.
Fig. (7) Typical experimental results for crack mouth opening displacement versus load for the silicon nitride material. Specimen scale is provided for clarity of results.
Fig. (8) Computed stress intensity factors versus crack length for Al$_2$O$_3$ and Si$_3$N$_4$ with the original SPL geometry.
Fig. (9) Computed stress intensity factors versus crack length for Al$_2$O$_3$ and Si$_3$N$_4$ with the modified SPL geometry.
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